A Small in-house workshop has been organized by PGDM 1st Year students on 9th September 2013, as a part of their curriculum in course PG-106. Motive behind this workshop was to brush on the basic understanding of IT & to promote the Sharing of skills among the students. Students had given very insightful & practical description of each & every topic.

It was really a helpful exercise for all those who were not having basic understanding about different Operating System & their Installation Process. After this Workshop all the presenters were asked to give at least 3 observations about their own presentation as compared to others. Students had given their frank feedback in form of shortcomings and strengths on their own presentations.

Final Churned out extracts from this workshop were:-

1. A Picture speaks louder than 100 words, so wherever necessary put pictures on your presentations.
2. Don’t put too much of text on the slide, it will deviate the audience mind.
3. Content on slide needs to be well organized.

There were total 12 students in Workshop Team, divided into 2 Stubs:

**Presenters:** (8 Members) : Komal, Ankan, Priyabrat, Neyaz, Kshitij, Ashwini, Deepak Roy, Akshay Walia

**Observers** (4 Members): Sarthak Mittal (Workshop Write-up Preparation), Mayur, Dipankar & Swetanshu (Photography & Picture Collage making)
Tip of the week

Run as date

Run As Date is a small utility that allows you to run a program in the date and time that you specify. This utility doesn't change the current system date and time of your computer, but it only injects the date/time that you specify into the desired application.

You can run multiple applications simultaneously, each application works with different date and time, while the real date/time of your system continues to run normally.

How does it work?

Run As Date intercepts the kernel API calls that returns the current date and time (Get System Time, Get Local Time, Get System Time As File Time), and replaces the current date/time with the date/time that you specify.

System Requirements

Run As Date works under Windows 2000, Windows XP, Windows Server 2003, Windows Server 2008, Windows Vista, Windows 7, and Windows 8. Older versions of Windows are not supported. The is also x64 version available in a separated download, for using with x64 applications.

Important Notice!!

we get many email messages that say something like "I tried to extend the trial period of xyz software with Run As Date and it didn't work". Running a software with different date/time can be used for many legitimate purposes and for these purposes Run As Date was created. we have never said implicitly or explicitly that Run As Date can be used for extending the trial period of a software. For some shareware programs, Run As Date might really work, but many shareware creators are smart enough to detect that the date/time was modified and when they detect the time change, they end the trial period immediately.

NOTE: FOLLOW THESE TIPS CAREFULLY
You have to follow these tips carefully to successfully hack a software and make it run in it's trial mode forever.
1. Note down the date and time, when you install the software for the first time.
2. Once the trial period expires, you must always run the software using Run As Date.
3. After the trial period is expired, do not run the software( program) directly. If you run the software directly even once, this hack may no longer work.
4. It is better and safe to inject the date of the last day in the trial period.

DOWNLOAD IT HERE

http://www.nirsoft.net/utils/runasdate-x64.zip

"IT" is a game
Connect with kaizen IT club
and start exploring new IT tools and play with them.
Essential business apps for iphone and ipad

Silent Phone and Silent Text

**Developer:** Silent Circle

**Cost:** Pricing starts at $120/year, which also includes Silent Eyes, a tool to enable secure video chatting from desktops.

**Available on Android too?** Yes

Are you shocked by the NSA surveillance revelations? Do you think, "Hey, I'm not doing anything wrong, so this is a major invasion of my privacy"? If so, you might want to check out the Silent Phone and Silent Text apps, which securely encrypt calls, text messages, and attachments against eavesdropping and monitoring. Silent Circle's technology encrypts calls and messages peer-to-peer and exclusively between users' devices, meaning there are no central encryption servers for attackers to target and compromise. With one Silent Circle subscription,

Simple Crew

**Developer:** Simple Crew

**Cost:** Plans start at $25/month.

**Available on Android too?** Yes

Simple Crew is a mobile photo app for business groups and teams. Think of it as a private version of Instagram. Businesses can use it to track work progress in the field and view a photo timeline that shows on going progress, as well as who took each photo, when, and where. If you want to make photos public, a Web up loader allows you to link work projects to social media, which is especially relevant for things like fundraising, marketing, and events.
Jaipuria Institute of Management Studies, an autonomous Institute approved by AICTE, Government of India was established in 2008 by the noted philanthropist industrialist, Dr. Rajaram Jaipuria. It is one of the leading business schools in Northern India and is the flagship Institute of the Jaipuria Group of Educational Institutions. With a sprawling campus spread over 5.5 acres on Delhi-Meerut link road within NCR, Jaipuria Indirapuram is fast growing as an Integrated Business School with a mandate to contribute in building knowledge capital of the country by providing world class, value based and proactive professionals. The institute is running Post Graduate Diploma in Management (PGDM), a two year full time programme approved by AICTE. The PGDM course of Jaipuria Indirapuram has been designed in such a way that the student gets a right blend of strong theoretical foundations, analytical skills and their applications to the functional areas of management. The Institute strives hard to develop well rounded management graduates to meet the demands of management in the present day business environment. The Institute has therefore introduced several structural changes in the curriculum of PGDM as per the latest requirement of industry and business through elaborate industry interactions and regular contact with prominent professionals.
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